DEPARTMENT OF ART, GRAPHIC DESIGN AND ART HISTORY
2021-2022 SCHOLARSHIPS

J. JAY MCVICKER Endowed Scholarship in Art
Keith Mattix
Kimberly Vang

ART SCHOLARSHIP Endowed Fund (Goldston)
Johnathan Jimenez
John O’Neal

B.J. SMITH Endowed Scholarship Fund
Shyanne Dickey
Emma Lynn

James Rosenquist endowed scholarship in honor of J.J. McVicker
Nick Sexton

Dana, Lisa and Chris Tiger Endowed Scholarship
Mia Vinson

Barbara Chitwood Art Appreciation Scholarship
Erin Owen
Anna Tucker
Megan Bretz

WAYMAN R AND DONNA SPENCE Endowed Art Scholarship (Medical Heritage)
Madison Wyatt
Karisa Sheely
Margaret Price
Spencer Teague
Austin Dawes
Beau Langston

FRICKENSCHMIDT SCHOLARSHIP
Megan Bretz

SARAH CLARK MEMORIAL ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Karsten Moore

CARSON SCOTT SCHOLARSHIP
Will Lacy
LYN GUNTER MEMORIAL ARTS SCHOLARSHIP
Emma Lynn

Robert Rauschenberg Endowed Art Scholarship Fund in honor of Marty Avrett
Madissen Brannon

Robert Rauschenberg Endowed Art Scholarship Fund in honor of Arthur Benson
Emma Lynn

Robert Rauschenberg Endowed Art Scholarship Fund in honor of Dale McKinney and Dean Bloodgood
Shyanne Dickey

A&S Alumni Scholarship
Kaitlyn Warren

Fourjay Foundation
Madison Wyatt
Emma Jackson
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